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Descriptions of lots are those supplied by the vendors. 

Tied postal/telephone bids - the first received will have preference. 
Prices quoted in the list are reserves and will not be sold lower. 

Absentee bidders                                                                                                 
Lots will be posted on receipt of payment, postage charged at cost. 

 
Bidding steps are -  

Up to £1 = 10p, £1 to £5 = 20p, £5 to £10 = 50p, £10 to £30 = £1 
£30 to £50 =£2, over £50 at auctioneers discretion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Telephone bids - after 6 p.m. or by email to - 
Andy Soutar on 01394 460901 & andy.soutar@btinternet.com 

or - John Marsden 01728 830773 & john.b.marsden@btinternet.com 

Abbreviations used 
• CTO  Cancelled to Order 
• FDC  First Day Cover 
• fu  Fine Used 
• vfu  Very Fine Used 
• mm  Mounted Mint 
• vlmm  Very Lightly Mounted Mint 
• um  Unmounted Mint 
• m/u    Mint and Used 
• PTS  Priced to Sell 
• SG  Stanley Gibbons (Catalogue number) 
• SC  Stockcard 
• VGC  Very Good Condition 
• wmk  Watermark 

 THE NEXT 10 LOTS BELONG TO THE LDPS - PLEASE BID GENEROUSLY   

1 Isle of Man  red special folder containing all the 1996 mint stamps and miniature sheets, in VGC £3.00 

2 Isle of Man  1983 bird definitives to £1 on 3 x FDC’s and 1985 £5 on FDC, not addressed £3.00 

3 Isle of Man  1990 ‘Battle of Britain’ & 1995 ‘VE Day’ issues on 2 x FDC’s, not addressed £1.00 

4 Guernsey  1984 ‘Views’ defintives to £2 on 5 x very clean FDC’s, not addressed £3.00 

5 Guernsey  1992 ‘Flowers’ definitives to £2 on 5 x very clean FDC’s, not addressed £3.00 

6 Jersey  Booklet 1989 ‘French Revolution’ with 6 panes, sold at £6 £3.00 

7 Jersey  Booklet 1992 ‘William Mesny’ with 6 panes, sold at £5.50 £2.50 

8 Jersey  Booklet 1994 ‘D-Day 50th Anniversary’ with 4 panes, sold at £5.68 £2.50 

9 Jersey  Booklet 2000 ‘Millennium Maritime Heritage’ with 5 panes, face at £9.60 £4.00 

10 Jersey  Booklet 2003 ‘Pioneers of Aviation’ with 4 panes (1 is £2), face at £7.37 £3.50 

11 Germany  1994 80pf ‘Herder’ bottom left marginal block of 10, used, SG2589 £2.00 

12 GB  16 page stockbook of decimal Machins, 1000+, PTS at £100 £16.00 

13 USA  picture PC of NY South St and ships, “NY FOR.B’CH” handstamp on front, 1902 series 2c red £2.00 

14 GB  3 x 1971 presentation packs—Paintings, General Anniversaries and Universities £4.00 

15 GB  4 x pre-decimal presentation packs - Anniversaries, Cathedrals, Charles Investiture & ‘69 Xmas £4.00 

16 GB  QV lilac & green part set - ½d, 1½d, 2½d, 3d, 6d & 1/-, used, cat £700+ £20.00 

17  Benelux  Stanley Gibbons part 4 catalogue dated 1983 £1.00 

18 France  on 2 stockcards, early to modern inc varieties £5.00 

19 GB  KG6 1948 Olympic Games 3d block of 4 with crown flaw, hooked ‘3’ & dot in margin cat £110 £20.00 

20 GB  Machin selection - ‘X’ and ‘Y’ series on stockcards, ½d to £1, 150+ stamps, cat £80+ £4.00 

21 Malta  a study circle booklet on ‘Victorian Adhesives’ £5.00 

22 GB  a KG6 selection - GB definitives, commemoratives and covers inc Silver Wedding FDC £5.00 

23 USA  on Hagner pages, loose stamps, multiples, covers plus Harris catalogue 1972, circa 400 stamps £10.00 

24 Ceylon & Sri Lanka  in a spring-back album, mixed condition, cat £150 £8.00 

25 Price Lists  a collection of old lists for Faroe Islands, Pacific Islands, collect GB stamps etc £1.00 

26 Cigarette Cards  2 handbooks - Murray Cards 1983 and Howsden 1995 in clean condition £3.00 

27 GB  7 x modern TPO covers, all dated 25th July 2003 with NVI 1st class stamp, the last day for these £3.00 

28 USA  5 x FDC Elvis Presley pictorial covers by Fleetwood £8.00 

29 USA  Presidents mini sheets I to IV, mint, in Ameripex ‘86 envelope £8.00 

30 GB  30+ commercial used envelopes 1995-2018, Whistl, Onepost etc inc RM redirection, modern PH £2.00 

31 GB  Stanley Gibbons GB Concise 2000 catalogue, 15th edition, soft back £2.00 

32 GB  Stanley Gibbons GB Concise 2005 catalogue, 20th edition, soft back £2.00 

33 Postcards  GB and foreign in a tub, Wildings to Machins etc, 100’s, pre-decimal and decimal £3.00 

34 Ajman  Kings and Queens of France, 1972 full sheet, 34 stamps and 2 labels £2.00 



35 Umm Al Qiwain  Kings and Queens of England, full sheet, 41 stamps + 3 labels, William I to QE2 £2.00 

36 Greece  Hellenic Post Collection, “Power of Will” set presentation pack & FDC Sept 2004 £8.00 

37 Switzerland  mint sets for May 2008 in presentation pack, face value CHF15.85 £7.00 

38 Switzerland  mint sets for September 2008 in a presentation pack, face value CHF14.20 £7.00 

39 USA  Civil War stamps, full sheet of 20 x 32c stamps with margins, um, 1995 SG3059-3078, cat £20+ £4.00 

40 Glory Box  large box of albums with/without stamps & catalogues, booklets etc £4.00 

41 Commonwealth  a packet with many mint and used stamps  £3.00 

42 Germany  early to modern, 150+ stamps with a high cat value £10.00 

43 Italy  an early selection of approx 100 £4.00 

44 France  x 100 in a small stockbook, early to modern, mint and used £8.00 

45 GB  QE2 60th Birthday  a softback mini-album for GB stamps SG1316-1319 - no stamps £1.00 

46 Germany  1875-1950 selection of 50+ stamps, a high cat value £5.00 

47 Album  a ‘Concord’ spring-back album with many pages (used), no stamps £4.00 

48 Album  a ‘Viscount’ spring-back album with many pages (used), no stamps £4.00 

49 Australia  a 1993 hardback year book, no stamps, in full colour with spaces & mounts for 1993 issues £2.00 

50 GB  a small ‘Simplex’ album with mint and used stamps, QV to KG6 £10.00 

51 Iraq  a small selection of stamps and covers inc Baghdad registration label & SG.T932 £5.00 

52 Albums  3 x old albums with 800+ used stamps £8.00 

53 USA  Stanley Gibbons catalogue 1971 in good condition 50p 

54 USA  Postal Service Guide for 1993 in good condition 75p 

55 GB  book collect Post Office Cards 1995 in good condition 75p 

56 Book  Collect Benham Covers 1998 in good condition 75p 

57 USA  Stanley Gibbons America catalogue 1948 in good condition 50p 

58 Catalogue  for Benham FDC issued 2000 in good condition 50p 

59 GB  brown stockbook with mint and used, 300+ £1.00 

60 GB  green stockbook with mint and used, 300+ £1.00 

61 Folder  pink - holding various mint and used, 100’s  £2.00 

62 Hungary  in a black folder with mint and used, 100’s £2.00 

63 Folder  red - holding various large mint blocks, about 20 £1.00 

64 Australia  a Stanley Gibbons album with 100’s used £1.00 

65 Benin  a collection on leaves, used 50p 

66 Bahamas  1965 Rotary Club Postcard used with a 6d QE2 stamp 30p 

67 Isle of Man  1979 ‘Quilliam’ set of 4 on a FDC 30p 

68 Club Books  15+ circulated with mint and used, many 100’s, with a mix of countries £2.00 

69 Club Books  15+ circulated with mint and used, many 100’s, with a mix of countries £2.00 

70 Club Books  15+ circulated with mint and used, many 100’s, with a mix of countries £2.00 

71 Glory Box £2.00 

72 Glory Box £2.00 

73 Glory Box £2.00 

74 Pakistan  SG89, 95, 135, 144, 207 and 451 in mint blocks of 6, cat £85+ £2.00 

75 Isle of Man  in a green stockbook with mint and used, 300+ £3.00 

76 Australia  1982 Commonwealth Games miniature sheet CTO, SG.MS863 50p 

77 Australia  various on pages, 300+ £2.00 

78 World  red folder with various mint and used, 100’s £2.00 

79 World  black folder with various mint and used, 100’s £2.00 

80 GB  1879 cover to India via Brindisi, 6d SG147 pl.16, BS ‘sea post office’ & Meerut, corner damage £8.00 

81 GB  1934 picture PC to Bolton, KG5 ½d green & handstamped ‘1d to pay/liable to/postcard rate/096’ £1.00 

82 GB  booklet with 20 x 12½d stamps, ‘special Christmas offer 30p off’ stamps with star on back £2.00 

83 GB  2003 ‘Golden Jubilee’ prestige booklet, face value of £14+ £8.00 

84 GB  1995 ‘Cats’ presentation pack with set of PHQ cards and extra set of stamps, VGC, face value £3 £2.00 

85 GB  1996 ‘football Legends’ presentation pack, VGC, face value £1.80 £1.50 

86 GB  1997 ‘ Architects of the Air’ presentation pack, VGC, face value £1.90 £1.50 

87 GB  2003 ‘Fruit and Veg’ presentation pack, sealed, scarce as collectors were ‘sniffy’ & didn’t buy it! £5.00 

88 GB  2 x FDC with ‘Stamp Show 2000’ MS, one is ‘Exhibition Souvenir’, clean with typed address £1.00 

89  GB  2 x FDC with 2002 and 2003 ‘Wilding’ definitives MS, clean with neat typed address £1.00 

90 GB  2003 FDC for ‘The Secret of Life’ DNA and the Genome, MS with 4 x ‘E’ stamps, typed address £1.00 

91 GB  2003 FDC with HV Machins - £1.50, £2, £3 and £5, clean with neat typed address £3.00 

92 Scotland Locals - Bernera  stockpage with 3 x blocks of 8 - antiquities, chess and flight CTO £2.00 

93        “           “              “        stockpage with 3 x blocks of 8 - fish, Olympics LA 1984 and birds CTO £2.00 

94        “           “              “        stockpage with 3 x blocks of 8 - royalty, world cup ‘78 and space CTO £2.00 

95        “           “              “        stockpage with 3 x blocks of 8 - flowers, royalty and poets CTO £2.00 

96        “           “              “        stockpage with 3 x blocks of 8 - cats, music and ships CTO £2.00 

97        “           “              “        1984 Olympics LA - £8 22k gold stamp showing weightlifter, unusual £4.00 

98        “           “        - Staffa  stockpage with MS of 8 - costumes postmarked 1974 + 11 other stamps £1.00 

99        “           “      Eynhallow x 9 stamps, Easdale MS - flora & fauna mint & St. Kilda x 2 stamps £1.00 

100 Abu Dhabi  34 used stamps on 3 x album pages, stamps that cat £95+, not easy to find as such £8.00 

101 Club Book  a circulated book with Commonwealth, lots of better left, PTS remaining is £50+ £4.00 

102 Club Books  2 x circulated books with Belgium and Europe, PTS remaining is £60+ £3.00 

103 France  blue 16 page stockbook with a small collection of stamps, some decent early issues £3.00 

104 France  1942 ‘Legion’ pair, SG769-70 and 1958 ‘Scientists’ set of 4, SG1371-74, all um, cat £14+ £2.50 

105 France  1951 ‘National Relief Fund’ set of 6, um, SG1113-18, cat £40 £7.50 



106 France  2 x um ‘Air’ issues, 1998 (Potez 25) 30f SG3510 & 1999 (Airbus) 15f SG3579, cat £16+ £3.00 

107 Italy  2 x circulated club books, PTS left £15 and 70+ on a large stockcard - mint and used £2.50 

108 Club Books  3 x circulated books - GB, NZ and Barbados, worth a look! £2.00 

109 Palestine  1938 air letter Haifa to Tel Aviv, ‘Grapefruit’ slogan, arrived same day, 5m stamp, clean  £3.00 

110 Scandinavia  circulated club book with - Faroe Is, Greenland & Iceland, over £100 PTS left £10.00 

111 USA  stockcard with 14 unusual stamps, Confederate states, revenues inc dept of state facsimiles x 4 £4.00 

112 World  2 x blue ‘Swiftsure’ albums with a A to Z collection, mixed condition but lots of stamps £4.00 

113 Antigua & St. Vincent  1937 Coronation sets of 3, fu, SG95-7 & 146-8, cat £13+ £3.00 

114 Australia  1971-73, five vfu sets, SG483-5, 490-3, 518-21, 532-5 & block 537-40, cat £13+ £3.00 

115 Austria  1950 Air 10 shilling, vfu, SG1220, cat £75 £10.00 

116 Bahamas  1938 KG6 8d ‘Flamingos in flight’, um marginal, SG160, cat £16 £3.50 

117 Bahrain  11 x 1966 issues, 5 fils to 1 dinar (ex 15 fils), um, cat £50+ £8.00 

118 Barbados  1897 Diamond Jubilee 8d, used, SG122, cat £27 £4.00 

119 Canada  1923 5c violet SG279 and 1935 2c brown SG353 (coil), both mm, cat £20+ £3.00 

120 Canada  1929 12c grey-black, used, SG282, cat £20 £3.00 

121 Canada  1932 6c Air brown overprint, used, SG318, cat £25 £4.00 

122 Canada  1938 50c green, used, SG366, cat £16 £3.00 

123 Canada  1938 $1 mauve, used, SG367, cat £16 £3.00 

124 Cayman Islands  1935 KG5 ¼d to 6d short set of 8, mm, SG96-103, cat £25, lovely stamps £4.00 

125 Ceylon  1951 set of 13 to 10r, with both 35c, mostly fu, SG419-30, cat £32 £4.00 

126 Dominica  8 different miniature sheets all fu, cat approx £10 £2.00 

127 East Africa  KE7 1904 3a brown-purple and green, MCCA watermark, used, SG22, cat £45 £7.00 

128 Falkland Islands  KG6 original 1938 printings ½d to 1s (9), mm, SG146-58, cat £155 £35.00 

129 Faroe Islands  1984 booklet K15.40, SG103-8, unused, cat £40 £6.00 

130 Fiji  1971 Birds set of 16, 1c to $2, um, SG435-50, cat £44 £10.00 

131 France  1968 Winter Olympics set of 5, lmm, SG1775-9, cat £4.20 £1.00 

132 Germany  ‘Potsdam’ 5 dm booklet, contains pane with 2 x 10, 2 x 60, 2 x 80 & 2 x 100pf, unused £1.00 

133 Gibraltar  1982 ‘Aircraft’ £5 top value vfu, SG474, cat £14 £3.00 

134 GB  QV 1d red imperf, SG8/12 with a clear ‘12’ in a black Maltese Cross, close margins, cat £350 £35.00 

135 GB  1924 Wembley pair used, 1d & 1½d, used with light tone, SG430-1, cat £26 £5.00 

136 GB  1953 Coronation set of 4, mm, SG532-5, cat £10 £2.00 

137 Grenada  1934 KG5 5s top value, mm, SG144, cat £48 £10.00 

138 Grenada  1953 QE2 set of 13, ½c to $2.50, mounted on part of an album page, SG192-204, cat £65 £12.00 

139 India  1961 50th flight anniversary set of 3, um, SG434-6, cat £7.50 £2.00 

140 Jamaica  1962 Independence set of 4, um, SG193-6, cat £20 (pulled perf on 4d) £4.00 

141 Jersey  1943-4 set of 6, ½d to 3d (thin on ½d), fu, SG3-8, cat £12 £3.00 

142 Kenya  1963 set of 13 - 5c to 10s, fu, SG1-13, cat £6 £1.50 

143 KUT  1938 KG6 issue 1c to 2s (16), used, cat as cheapest perfs etc, SG131-46, cat £20 £3.50 

144 KUT  1954 QE2 issue between 5c and 5s (10), used, SG167-74, 176 & 178, cat £8 £1.50 

145 Liechtenstein  3 x FDC’s, 1990 Mountains x 2 and 2004 Saints, all clean and unaddressed, cat £22 £3.00 

146 St. Helena  1993 birds set of 12, 1p to £5, um, SG636-47, cat £30 £10.00 

147 St. Helena  1998 ships set of 12, 10p to £5, um, SG766-77, cat £51 £15.00 

148 Montserrat  1948 KG6 Silver Wedding pair, mm, SG115-6, cat £7 £2.00 

149 Montserrat  QE2 5 x values from 1992 issue, 55c, 70c, 90c, $1.50 and $7.50, all um, cat £11 £2.00 

150 Nigeria  QE2 1961 issue ½c to 1s (8), um (1s is mm), SG69-76, cat £11+ £2.00 

151 Netherlands  1974 Anniversaries set of 3 in um pairs, SG1193-5, cat £24 £4.00 

152 Rhodesia  1966 Mardon Printings, 1d to £1 set of 11, um, SG397-407, cat £20 £5.50 

153  Hagner Folder  green with approx 40 used 10in wide stock pages, in good condition, no stamps £6.00 

154 Hagner Pages  approx 40 used 10in wide stock pages, in good condition, no stamps £3.00 

155 Switzerland  Philswiss Club Folder with a selection of Swiss FDC’s £2.00 

156 Album  black ‘Plymouth’ album with approx 70 empty pages with protective covers £4.00 

157 Album  blue ‘Plymouth’ album with approx 70 empty pages £3.00 

158 Album  maroon ‘Plymouth’ album with approx 19 empty pages £2.00 

159 Stockbook  brown 32 page stockbook in reasonably good condition £3.00 

160 Stockbook  red 32 page stockbook in good condition £4.00 

161 Folder  with 40+ double-sided pages and interleaves - all plastic £8.00 

162 Folder  with 30+ double-sided pages and interleaves - all plastic £5.00 

163 Stockbook  a small red stockbook with unmounted mint Brunei and used Hong Kong definitives £2.00 

164 Gibraltar  KG6 grey perf 13, SG124b. Bottom 2 rows of sheet (12 stamps) beginning to separate on 
centre fold, um and cat £39 (2016) 

£3.00 

165 Stockcards  small size, approx 50 used, in good condition with no labels stuck on £2.00 

166 Stockcards  small size, approx 50 used, in good condition with no labels stuck on £2.00 

167 Guernsey  WW2 occupation, a selection of 8 newspapers - interesting reading! £3.00 

168 Finland  SG2, used on a small piece, with faults but a rare thing! £12.00 

169 Rowland Hill  1979, anniversary of death, Niger set 4 & MS + Grenada 2 sets inc colour change £1.00 

170 Rowland Hill  1979, anniversary of death, sets for Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Kenya + more 2 pages £1.00 

171 Isle of Man  TT races 1987 ‘Capex 87 sheet’ + ‘Gold Coast’ 2018 Australia Com Games FDC £1.00 

172 Malta  2017-8 Maltese Festa Series 4 presentation packs each with a mint strip of 5 stamps - lovely £2.00 

173 GB  Aussie Centennial Tour - cricket covers from Trent Bridge, Lords and 1973 County Cricket FDC £1.00 

174 GB  1990 HM Queen Mother 90th Birthday Presentation Pack and 18 postcards with various stamps £1.00 

175 World  small packet with 100+ stamps, some better - go on 1p each!! £1.00 



176 Turks & Caicos  small packet of mint stamps but includes KG6 2s, 5s & 10s SG214-6  £1.00 

177 Turks & Caicos  QE2 mint stamps - SG235-249, 5d & 8d + 1d to 5s cat £50 £5.00 

178 Turks & Caicos  a valuable mint selection ED7 to KG6, good 6d mauve SG201 + Cent set of 7 to 10s £1.00 

179 Transkei  10 um sets inc 2 x strips fishing flies, Headdress set & MS, from 70’s and 80’s, nice stamps £1.00 

180 Transkei  11 um sets from 70’s and 80’s, some different to above lot £1.00 

181 Transkei  11 um sets from 70’s and 80’s inc Headdress set + MS, some different to above lot £1.00 

182 Transkei  set of 4 maxi cards of Transkei Post Offices with cancelled stamps, 2nd series 1984 £1.00 

183 Transkei  4 unaddressed FDC’s from 1977, 80, 83 & 88, interesting themes and clean £1.00 

184 Ivory Coast  stockcard with 5 um stamps - 1959 SG180-2 and 1962 SG216-7, high cat value £1.00 

185 Ivory Coast  1963 ‘Tourism & Hunting’ MS236a, um, high cat value £1.00 

186 South Africa  reg 1954 FDC posted Bloemfontein for centenary of Orange Free State & 2 stamps £1.00 

187 South Africa  large 1954 reg FDC centenary of OFS with 2 blocks of 4 stamps + 2d mint plate blk 4 £1.00 

188 GB  HM Queen Mother 80th birthday coin (a bit tarnished) cover + 1981 disabled set on FDC £1.00 

189 Tchad  packet of approx 100, m&u, good thematics - go on start a new country - only 1p each! £1.00 

190 GB  2 stockcards mint stamps, one with IOM Wilding issues + 1951 2½d Festival of Britain on cover £1.00 

191 GB  a full red SG A5 stockbook, QV to QE2, all used with duplication £1.00 

192 World  a packed large Ferrero Rocher box with mixed world, includes old & recent £1.00 

193 Mixed  a full large brown A4 envelope with mixed old remainder stamps on sheets £1.00 

194 Mixed  an ‘HB’ shoe box containing covers, filled envelopes, USA inc miniature sheets etc £1.00 

195 Australia  2016 Stanley Gibbons catalogue, 10th edition, good condition £1.00 

196 South Africa  1993 ‘Aviation in South Africa’ FDC with sheetlet of 25 SG779a with SG779-803 £2.00 

197 Bophuthatswana  1993 FDC trains £1.00 

198 Russia  m & u in envelopes, 100’s £2.00 

199 GB  on pages from 1965, mm, 180+ £1.00 

200 Cuba  in a blue stockbook containing used, 100’s £1.00 

201 Australia  green ‘Alpha Major’ stockbook containing used, 100’s £1.00 

202 New Zealand  a stockbook containing used, 200+ £1.00 

203 East Germany  red stockbook with m & u, 100’s £5.00 

204 Poland  blue stockbook in good condition containing used, many 100’s, all different £5.00 

205 Iran  blue stockbook containing 500+ used, all different £2.00 

206 Cuba  in a ‘Briefmarken’ stockbook, m & u, 100’s, all different £2.00 

207 Malta  QV 1902 ‘one penny’ on 2½d bright blue surcharge, um pair, SG37 £1.00 

208 Malta  postmarks, 3 with ‘received from HM ships Malta’, KG6 with ‘FPO’ + QE2 visit mm set of 3 £5.00 

209 Malta  1951 ‘Scapular’ mm set of 3 + a FDC, 1984 set of 7 aircraft on 2 x FDC’s + 2 other FDC’s £5.00 

210 St.Lucia  KG6 1938-48 short set of 13 to 2s, mm, 6d & 1s are perf 13½, SG128-36, cat £31 £8.00 

211 Aden  KG6 1951 overprints short set of 8 to 1r, 4 x mm + 4 x um, SG36-43, cat £10+ £2.50 

212 North Borneo  KG6 1945 BMA overprints short set of 11 to 25c, vlmm or um, SG320-30, cat £98+ £25.00 

213 Tristan Da Cunha  KG6 1952 short set of 10 to 2s6d, mm, SG1-10, cat £54+ £13.00 

214 Malaya Penang  QE2 1954 short set of 14 to $1, mm, SG28-41, cat £12 £3.00 

215 Ascension  KG6 1938-53 2s6d, mm & perf 13½, SG45, cat £45 £10.00 

216 GB  1970-75 postage dues, ½d - £5 set of 13 used, SGD77-89, cat £7.75 £1.50 

217 Malaya Kelantan  QE2 1961-63 set of 7 - 1c to 20c mm, SG96-102, cat £38 £9.00 

 THE FOLLOWING 6 LOTS HAVE BEEN GENEROUSLY DONATED TO THE LDPS  

218 Gilbert & Ellice  page KG6 set to 2s um, victory pair & 1956 QE2 set of 12 um SG64-75, cat £100+ £10.00 

219 CW  QE2 page mint - N. Rhodesia ½d -1s mm & um Pitcairn ½d -2s + Papua NG x 8 inc £1 cat £50 £5.00 

220 Pacific  page with 3 um sets - Kiribati, Pitcairn & Tuvalu + 1964 Papua NG birds set 11 um (1s mm) £3.00 

221 CW  page with 6 x Hyderabad (5 um) SG49-54 & sets of Anguilla, Kiribati and Papua NG, some um £2.00 

222 Pacific  page with Gilbert Is, Kiribati and some better Papua NG from the early 1960’s, some um £1.50 

223 Miniature sheets  15 different all world, mint and used, priced at 10p each! £1.50 

 END OF DONATED LOTS  

224 GB  plastic bag with QE2 1964-94 mix of typed and hand addressed FDC’s £1.00 

225 GB  QE2 commemorative stamps in a biscuit tin further sorted into plastic bags £2.00 

226 World  a mix in a shoebox of on and off paper stamps, 1000’s £2.00 

227 GB  QE2 1 kg of on and off paper stamps, 1000’s £2.00 

228 Commonwealth  green ‘Senator’ album with Royalty, Coronation and Silver Weddings issues, m&u £20.00 

229 GB  a ‘Swiftsure’ album QV to QE2, a few QV stamps and includes 3 refill packs £5.00 

230 Albums  blue ‘Kingston’ album + 2 others & a few stamps + 2 x FDC for London/Felixstowe fly-pass £2.50 

231 Cover album  75 covers from GB, Eire, USA, IOM, Canada, Australia, Singapore, Spain + others £5.00 

232 Br Asia  packet with Pakistan & Bahawalpur on a stockcard + Ceylon m & u in a packet £1.50 

233 BWI  packet with 2 stockards  - Trinidad & Tobago 1909-17 opts + 8 x Br. Guiana, mm, Cat £40+ £5.00 

 THE FOLLOWING 3 LOTS ARE - MAIL TO WATNEY, COMBE & REID - BREWERS, BUNGAY  

234 60 + 1920’s postcards sent from various businesses to the brewery at Bungay, KG5 ½d and 1d stamps £5.00 

235 9 postcards to the Bungay brewery, with different slogan postmarks from the 1920’s, ½d & 1d stamps  £3.00 

236 10 May 1929 a postcard to the Bungay brewery with a KG5 1d red UPU stamp SG435 £1.50 

 THE FOLLOWING 12 LOTS ARE PAPER EPHEMERA RELATING TO SUFFOLK (MUCH 19th CENTURY)  

237 Dated Jan 1880 a lovely large illustrated policy of Liverpool & London & Globe Insurance Company for 
house & home insurance for £300, embossed 1d revenue stamp, great condition for 140 years old! 

£2.00 

238 Dated Jan 1885, similar to above but for a Mrs Emily Chappell of 1 St. Johns Terrace, Woodbridge, sum 
insured is £100, red 1d embossed revenue stamp in corner, in original envelope with ½d stamp 

£3.00 

239 4 Suffolk Baptism certificates, 3 are QV with 1d revenue stamps and one ED7 with 1d stamp £1.00 

240 April 1882, large Inland Revenue property document, a red embossed ‘one per cent’ revenue stamp £1.00 

241 February 1884, a large ‘Conveyance’ document for a property at Hollesley, Suffolk £1.00 



242 1878 an interesting documents for a William Last of Grundisburgh, birth certificate etc £1.00 

243 August 1884, a document in 4 parts each has a QV 1d revenue stamp, unusual! £1.00 

244 December 1899, poor Ed Richardson has a broken leg! Here are his documents with 3 ‘sick notes’, the  
notes have in red ‘This Certificate is not intended to be used for Begging Purposes’, I’d still try it!! 

£1.00 

245 16 various Suffolk receipts all with KE7 1d stamps, makes an interesting collection £1.00 

246 10 mixed Suffolk documents, some with stamps, inc ‘East Suffolk Hand-in-Hand Benefit Society’ £2.00 

247 1907 ‘East Suffolk Hand-in-Hand Benefit Society’ documents for William Bradlaugh of West House 
Cottages, Leiston, he gets 10s a week sick pay, 5s a week after 65 and £10 on death, surprised me!! 

£1.00 

248 Large red box with many documents of different types, interesting reading if you can find the time!! £3.00 

 END OF PAPER EPHEMERA ITEMS  

249 GB  catalogue - SG ‘Collect British Stamps’, 2016 edition, VGC and not marked up, cost £14.95 new £2.00 

250 GB  KG6 stationery postcard with 2 x 1d stamp impressions, unused in VGC £1.00 

251 GB  QE2 unopened pack of ‘6 Illustrated Aerogrammes’, ‘Landscapes of Britain’ post paid to world  £2.00 

 The following 7 lots are sets of Worldwide pre-paid ‘Maxi Cards’ with a cancelled stamp on front  

252 Australia  unopened pack of 5 cards ‘Anzac Tradition’ dated 12th April 1990 - first day of issue £2.00 

253         “        unopened pack of 3 cards ‘Christmas 1990’ dated 31st October 1990 - first day of issue £1.50 

254         “        unopened pack of 4 cards ‘Australia Day 1991’ dated 10th January 1991 - first day of issue £2.00 

255         “        unopened pack of 4 cards ‘Waterbirds’ dated 14th February 1991 - first day of issue £2.00 

256         “        unopened pack of 3 cards ‘Anzac Day’ dated 14th March 1991 - first day of issue £1.50 

257         “        unopened pack of 4 cards ‘Insects’ dated 11th April 1991 - first day of issue £2.00 

258 A.A.Territory  opened pack of 4 cards ‘Landscapes’ dated 16th May 1996 - first day of issue £1.00 

259 British West Indies  8 x glassine packs of new issue stamps, um, some sets - Bermuda, Caymans etc £1.00 

260 Canada  QV early 3c queen head bisected on cover to Toronto, barred cancel, in 1891?, genuine ??? £2.00 

261 Canada  QV & ED7 40+ mostly 2c cover fronts to England posted 1900-1910, postmark interest   £2.00 

262 Canada  KG5 & KG6 - 27 covers, some interesting slogan postmarks and some better stamps £4.00 

263 Canada  KG6 1942 reg cover to ‘Whitfield King’, London, censored,15c rate, contained stamps I bet! £2.00 

264 Canada  KG6 5 x covers with blue ‘Air’ stamps, 1939-1950, includes 2 x first flight items, interesting £3.00 

265 Canada  KG6 1941 3c cover to London, has an interesting slogan postmark ‘V … -’ = ‘V’ for victory £2.00 

266 Canada  QE2 - 28 covers, mix of commercial and FDC, a good variety of stamp use £2.00 

267 China  1931 Hankow to England cover, 25c blue stamp, purple cachet Via Hong Kong & Via Suez £2.00 

268 Cocos & Keeling Islands  1969 set of 12, SG8-19, still in an Australian PO sealed pack, must be um! £2.50 

269 Egypt  a blue album with a mint collection, 1953-1971, not complete but high cat, inc some Palestine £20.00 

270 Fiji  7 x glassine packs of new issue stamps, um, some sets  £1.00 

271 Gibraltar  QE2 1971 set of 32 - ½d to £1, in 16 pairs, SG255-86 um, a £1 stamp has small stain at top £3.00 

272 Liberia  trains - 4 x $2 miniature sheets with steam trains + 2 stamps with diesels on, um & attractive £1.00 

273 New Hebrides  1960’s omnibus issues, ITU to UNESCO, um or vlmm, SG110-124, 24 stamps £1.00 

274 Pacific Area  11 x glassine packs of new issue stamps, um, some sets - Papua, Solomon, Norfolk Is +  £1.00 

275 Samoa  7 x glassine packs of new issue stamps, um, some sets & 1979 Roland Hill MS  £1.00 

276 St. Kitts Nevis  1929 postcard with KG5 1d & 2½d, nice but it’s addressed to Franklin D. Roosevelt in 
USA, authenticated by Harmers auctioneers of NY to be from the late Presidents own collection 

£5.00 

277 Mixed Bag  contains - some covers, stamps in packets & on pages - worth a rummage on a wet night! £2.00 

278 Congo Republic  1980 150f ‘African Pied Wagtail’ sample strike on card 10 x 13cm, SG764, unusual £1.00 

279 Portugal Colonies  10 sets of 3, from 10 Colonies, of the 1925 Charity Tax Stamp issues, mm £3.00 

280 Nyassa Company  1924 postage due part set of 8 (no 6c), mm, SGD132-140, triangular stamps £1.00 

281 Romania  a small stockcard with various sets CTO £1.00 

282 New Zealand  1935 airmail set of 3 in corner marginal pairs, from plate 3, mm, SG570-2, cat £24+ £2.00 

283 Vatican City  1946 part set of 11, (no 5L), ‘400th Anniversary Council of Trent’, mm, SG118-29 £1.00 

284 GB  R Mail ‘1840-1990 The Penny Black’ Anniversary book with m/s and issued stamps, in VGC £5.00 

285 GB  1970 ‘Dickens’ block of 4 of 5p stamps, SG827 has the value almost omitted, cat £825 if it was!! £10.00 

286 GB  packet with miniature sheets, packs marked ‘phosphor’, inv watermarks and other unusual stuff £5.00 

287 GB  QE2 1971 Decimal ‘To Pay’ Labels, presentation pack no 36, ½d -£1 10 values, SG cat £35 £6.00 

 THE NEXT 4 LOTS ARE GB 1st, 2nd, ‘E’ stamps & VARIOUS VALUED STAMPS AT LESS ½ FACE  

288 GB  5 - 8in x 5in stockcards with mixed um stamps, some in complete sets, face value is £70+ £25.00 

289 GB  5          “                                    “                                              “            , face value is £80+ £28.00 

290 GB  5          “                                    “                                              “            , face value is £90+ £31.00 

291 GB  5          “                                    “                                              “            , face value is £100+ £34.00 

292 CW  green stockbook with mint Guernsey, Jersey, Tristan Da Cunha, NZ, Eire, IOM + others, it     
includes sets to high values 10s and £1, much is unmounted, well worth a look and a punt!! 

£25.00 

293 CW  large brown stockbook of m/u, good Antigua & Fiji + more very good stamps, high cat value £35.00 

294 Catalogues  1993 SG part 1 in 2 volumes, current part 1 only goes up to 1970, in VGC, still got mine!  £5.00 

295 Glory Box  large shoe box - mini sheets, booklets and loads of packs of stamps etc, a good rummage!! £10.00 

296 Tangier  a black album with a complete set of mint overprinted issues on GB, includes 2½d Silver  
Wedding with opt at top cat £250 & ½d & 1d (SG251-2) in corner bocks of 9 cat £270, total cat £1,000+ 

£150 

297 Barbuda 1922 opts on Leeward Is, ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d, 1s & 4s mint & 1d (toned), 2d, 3d used cat £85 £15.00 

298 Basutoland  KG6 1938 set of 11 to 10s, mint, SG18-28, cat £110, fresh set £20.00 

299 British Antarctic Terr  QE2 1963 set of 15 to £1, SG 1-15 (no SG15a), um, cat £140, very nice set £30.00 

300 British Levant  small SC, most used, SG3a,11, 41-48 & L24, cat over £200, an odd fault, please view  £25.00 

301 British Solomon Is  hanger of mint, small canoe to 1s, KG6 set, SW pair, 2 x QE2 def sets, cat £220+ £40.00 

302 France  hanger with 70+ um different commemoratives 1970 to 1990’s, inc a few defs + precancels  £10.00 

303 France  5 mint red cross booklets from 1975 to 1979, SG XSB 25-9, in VGC and cat approx £30 £7.50 

304 Gambia  small SC with 17 mint QV & KE7 issues (4 cameo heads), between SG 12b & 51, cat £200+ £35.00 

305 Guernsey  small SC - 1941 used set of 3 + mint ½d x 2 + 1d. and mint Jersey ½d + 1d - odd rust spot £8.00 

306 India  KG5 1929 mint airmail set of 6, SG 220-25, cat £50, fresh £8.00 

307 Ireland  KG5 1922 overprints on GB, ½d to 1s, between SG 1 and 15 one of each value, cat £75+ £15.00 

308 Leeward Is  KG6 set of 19 to £1, SG95-114, low values mm/um, 10s & £1 um & very fine, cat £200 £40.00 



THERE WILL NOW BE A  BREAK FOR 10 to 15 MINUTES 
 

TEA  AND COFFEE WILL BE SERVED 
     

THIS WILL ALLOW TIME FOR THE AUCTION TEAM                                                                                                                              
TO PREPARE THE BIDDERS INVOICES 

WE WILL CALL YOU WHEN WE ARE READY 
 

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE AUCTION 

LEISTON & DISTRICT PHILATELIC SOCIETY 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 
I would like to join the Leiston and District Philatelic Society. 
 
I enclose my subscription of £5 (50p junior). 

(Please print) 

NAME            ………………………………………………... 
ADDRESS      ……………………………………………….. 
                        ……………………………………………….. 
                        ………………………...Postcode……………. 
TELEPHONE ………………………………………….. 
EMAIL           ………………………………………….. 

GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION 

"Under new legislation L&D P S require your consent, by signing 
this slip, to your personal contact data being held for a) membership 
registration, b) to facilitate circulation of stamp packets between  
fellow members. No data is to be or will be passed to any third party. 
 

Signature ………………………………………….. 

Date ……………... 

I wish to be added to the Society Stamp Packet Circuit   Yes/No 

Please return to: 
Andy Soutar 
Four Winds, Ufford Place, 
Lower Ufford, Nr Woodbridge, 
Suffolk. IP13 6DR. 
Email andy.soutar@btinternet.com 
Telephone 01394 460901 
 
Collecting interests (Optional) ……………………………... 

310 Malta  QV 1886 5s rose, mint, SG30, cat £110, very fresh £30.00 

311 Malta  QV 1902 overprint 1d on 2½d, a mint marginal pair, RH stamp variety ‘Pnney’, cat £33, nice £10.00 

312 Malta  KG5 1928 part mint overprint set ¼d to 2s, SG174-88, cat £70+, 15 stamps £20.00 

313 Malta  KG5 1928 10s overprint value fu, SG192, cat £100, a bit off centre but a nice clean example £25.00 

314 Newfoundland  KG5 1928 mint set of 14, 1c to 24c, SG149-62, cat £180, fresh appearance £35.00 

315 Solomon Is  QE2 1965 mint set of 15 to £1, SG112-26, lightly mounted, cat £50 £8.00 

 THE FOLLOWING 10 LOTS HAVE BEEN DONATED - FUNDS GO TO THE SOCIETY   

316 GB  box of cancellations on KG5 to QE2, 30+ bundles of 100, hours of looking for the ones you want!! £5.00 

317 GB  bag of QE2 high values, packet of foreign & a packet of cancellations, on & off paper £1.00 

318 GB  bag of KG6 on & off paper, 200+ £1.00 

319 Channel Is & Isle of Man  bag of commemoratives on and off paper, 200+ £2.00 

320 GB  bag of QE2 - Machins on & off paper, 100’s £1.50 

324 Glory Box  with some good interesting material - please bid generously £5.00 

325 Binders  6 very good condition empty A4 ring-binders of varying thicknesses £2.00 

 END OF SALE - THANK YOU  

309 Leeward Is  QE2 set of 15 to $4.80, SG126-40, low values mm/um, $2.40 + $4.80 um, cat £60 £15.00 

321 GB  bag with a mixture of on & off paper, 100’s £1.00 

322 GB  bag of Machins on & off paper, 100’s £1.50 

323 GB  bag of commemoratives on & off paper, 100’s £2.00 


